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THE REALIZATION OF A DIGITAL CORRELATION DETECTOR
OF TELEMETRY FRAME-SYNCHRONIZATION-PATTERN USING

A NEURAL NETWORK
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P. O. Box 0085-202, Beijing University of Aeronautics & Astronautics
Beijing 100083, P.R. CHINA

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a method for digital correlation detector that takes advantage of the frame-
synchronization-pattern feature of coincidence rate and adopts a multiple-bit detection
window is proposed. Based on this method, a new digital correlation detector with a neural
network is designed. It can recognizes frame-synchronization-pattern with error bits and
slippage bits correctly, which has been approved practically according to the experimental
results.
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INTRODUCTION
In the traditional frame synchronizer, the detection of frame-synchronization-pattern is
performed by digital correlator, and time domain automatic regulation is performed by
frame synchronizer protection strategy circuit. To improve frame-synchronization-pattern
detection performance, digital logic method such as frame-synchronization-pattern
correlation and slipping window (allowance for certain bit error ) is used in digital
correlator, but it can not recognize frame-synchronization-pattern effectively in
complicated noisy environment, therefore, a new method is urgently needed to improve
frame-synchronization-pattern extraction performance.
A digital correlation detector model, which takes advantage of the frame-synchronization-
pattern feature of degree of coincidence and adopts a multiple-bit detection window, is
proposed in this paper. It can get the drift rate of bit slippage accurately. Based on this
model, a new digital correlator with a neural network is designed. The experimental results
show that this detector has high detection rate and can recognize frame-synchronization-
pattern with error bits and slippage bits correctly.



METHOD TO EXTRACT FRAME-SYNCHRONIZATION-PATTERN
1. The model of digital correlation detector
The detection algorithm of digital correlator considering frame-synchronization-pattern
coincidence can be implemented as follows.
Assuming that the present frame-synchronization-pattern in correlation detector is

{ }S s s sn= 1 2, ... . At the synchronization detection bit, the content of receiving code stream
through shift register is { }R r r rn= 1 2, ... . Assuming τ  is the offset rate of the detecting
frame-synchronization-pattern comparing with synchronization detection bit, therefore,
τ ξ≤ 〈n , ξ  is the error threshold of permitted offset. We define a logic operator F , when
τ is a positive integer, { }F si

τ  denotes { }si  sequence right-shifting by τ  bits. While τ  is a
negative integer, { }F si

τ denote { }si sequence left-shifting by τ  bits. At the point of
synchronization detection bit, the coincidence rate of S  and R  is given by:
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Assuming the correlation detection threshold to be ε  ,  then,
When ΩSR ≤ ε  , digital correlator detects frame pattern, and presents a pulse signal when a
frame is detected.
When ΩSR > ε , digital correlator cannot detect frame pattern. Assume that τ = 0 , { }F si

τ

denotes the original { }si , (1) presents the traditional digital correlation detector that does
not consider offset.
Whether digital correlator can detect frame pattern properly or not it is closely related to
permitted maximum errorε  and maximum bit slippage offsets ξ  .
Detection results in the multi-bit detection window range can be illustrated by the
synchronization bit status , the number of which is ( )2 1+ τ . Take the detection window of
[-1,1] range as an example, it has 4 output status represented by 2 bits. 11, 10, 01, 00
indicate no offset, left offset by 1 bit, right offset by 1 bit and exceeding detection range,
respectively. If those situations which illustrate frame-synchronization-pattern correctly are
used as trigger signal, data words can be distinguished accurately.

NEURAL NETWORK CORRELATION DETECTOR
1. The structure of neural network correlation detector
Although noise interferes air-to-ground communication in a time-varying manner, its
influence on data transmission is statistical within a period of time. It’s difficult to describe
the statistical regularity accurately, but if the known correct frame-synchronization-pattern
is transmitted in the channel, the received data suffering errors due to noise disturbance,
then it can reflect the frame pattern jamming in a certain degree. Although accurate
mathematical analysis is difficult, correct extraction of frame-synchronization-pattern from



noise jammed telemetry data is possible if we employ the neural network’s powerful
abilities of learning,  memorizing and inducing .
The neural network digital correlator simulated in this paper is a correlator with frame-
synchronization-pattern length of 16 bits, which can be defined as ( )16 5 2, , , that is, 16
neurons for input layer, 5 neurons for hidden layer and 2 neurons for output layer. The
neural network learns by BP algorithm (error back-propagation algorithm).

2. Selection of samples
Firstly, we should construct the proper telemetry data, then add the random noise onto
them, so we get the jammed telemetry data. Of course, the frame-synchronization-pattern
is jammed in certain degree. Selecting the jammed frame pattern group as learning samples
and make its output as “11”, “01”, “10”, representing no offset (τ = 0), left-offset by 1 bit
(τ = −1), right-offset by 1 bit (τ = +1) , respectively. Because sample selection is partially,
that is, the 16 bits optimum frame-synchronization-pattern EB90 is selected in the case of
Pe = −10 1  ,ε = 2 , so that in the case of τ = 0 , ε > 2 and τ = ±1 , ε > 1  , some of the samples
should be selected as input vector with their outputs designed to “00”, excluding those
samples which have been selected from the jammed frame-synchronization-pattern group
as learning samples. Therefore, neural network can provide a discrimination result of non-
learning samples closest to real conditions according to statistical rule of channel noise it
has learned. Of course,  there are possibilities of detection error, and the detection result is
analyzed in the next section.
Figure 1 illustrates part of a data file jammed by random noise (the blacken part is jammed
frame code samples).

eb9009e8c4dee6a7d466f6cb237b8a9327942a7e582a4ec46d27dce0a519999   τ=0, ε =0
eb900a8070dbbcee6a7d67902a7b825e893c370c5c7c5b5346db753c5c100c5   τ=0, ε =0
75c806235dac14c7dbc45affcb865456c84de4789b2b7432b7d78357f1e4255   τ=1, ε =0
77c806b5a00d5258e703c798abeada75d13269bdfcc823440230900178708d7   τ=1, ε =1
                                           ...  ...   ...   ...
6b9819e91cf2517c5d9089b47684da6457bd6e8447a098719646f3a0a93ffb    τ=0, ε =2
eb903216b85d730ea9c47be687e45842898c864369de85eea68943687bf8eb9   τ=0, ε =0
eb943380a91c70428cea857b83f2702a3846c745eba73057d94352165667c5c   τ=0, ε =1
e9903647528a84d8e94b8567392d9e02a0287cc8352de73baed856438782763   τ=0, ε =2
                                             ...  ...   ...   ...
d7206b494b6ea937c8e6db40210abe648822098bde7638a9dce94653dca6f71   τ=-1, ε =0
df2071990be893a7dcbe8945639083563960bddec9463cd90a903649bdc8365   τ=-1, ε =1
97200905913e944fab86746e744fab68e151b82dae85527586457d118ba8775   τ=-1, ε =-1
                                               ...  ...   ...   ...

Figure 1. the data file jammed by random noise



The typical jammed frame-synchronization-pattern samples can be derived by simulating
proper telemetry data and plusing random jamming. The details of constructing method are
shown as follows:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }D KT D KT A KT K
N B K

N T* , ,= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅φ µ ν Γ                 (2)

where T is the code width, kT is the kth code time, N is the frame length, ( )D KT*  indicates
the actual signal value after jamming when t=kT, which is function of

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )D KT A KT K
N B K

N T, ,µ ν⋅ ⋅ ⋅Γ , represented by φ  here; ( )D KT denotes the original

signal value when t=kT; ( )A KT  is the noise causing code error with a standard normal
distribution, and µ  is its jamming coefficient; ( )( )B K N T/  is the noise causing code
slippage and frame-synchronization-pattern offset caused by noise, also with a standard
normal distribution, and ν  is its jamming coefficient. ()⋅ means round-off, and ()Γ ⋅ is given
by formula (3):
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When ( )µ ⋅ A KT  is bigger than noise threshold VA , the bit reverses (0→1, 1→0) to simulate

code error. When ( ) ( )( )ν ⋅ ⋅Γ K
N B K

N T  is bigger than noise threshold VB , 1 bit is inserted or

deleted from data within [k/N] frames to simulate frame offset. Providing the total frames
simulated is M, L denotes the points of noise, then the signal-noise ratio(SNR) can be
defined by formula (4):

( )SNR
M N L

L
dB=

× −
10lg                                         (4)

RESULT AND CONCLUSION
1. Selecting the parameters
Because learning is a non-linear reiterative process, the parameters' selection is particularly
important, but in most cases, parameters are selected through experience. The exciting
function of each node in network is hyperbolic tangent function ( ) ( )[ ]f x x h= +1 2 1/ tanh / ,
where the selection of h influences reiteration process, and original weight is selected
between (-0.2, 0.2) , threshold between (0, 0.2) , momentum factor between (0.65, 0.9) ,
and learning factor between (0, 1) . Besides ,  the reiteration error also influences learning
results.



2. Detecting result of frame-synchronization-pattern
In this paper, we simulate frame-synchronization-pattern extraction of 4096 data frames
(N=256 bits, n=16 bits ). Select µ = 0 2. , ν = 1 , VA = 05. , VB = 2 , SNR dB= 18 8.  as the
parameters of the simulated telemetry data, first 2048 frames of the simulated data are
used for learning, and the learning result is used in frame-synchronization-pattern detection
of the next 2048 frames and other jammed data frames. Corresponding to simulating data,
107 types of frame-synchronization-pattern sample occurred during frame-synchronization-
pattern training sample extraction (which are related to jamming coefficients ν µ, ), and the
case of τ ε= >0 3,  or τ ε= ± >1 2, does not occur. Table 1. displays frame-synchronization-
pattern detection of the later 2048 frame of data with the same jamming coefficient.

times of output of correlator dectection
reiteration 11( τ=0) 01( τ=-1) 10( τ=1) rate (%)

500 total 0 total 0 total 0 0
1000 total 0 total 0 total 0 0

total 1031 total 618 total 259
1500 ε >2 0 ε >1 1 ε >1 4 93.2

ε >3 0 ε >2 1 ε >2 4
total 1036 total 687 total 267

2000 ε >2 0 ε >1 0 ε >1 0 97.2
ε >3 0 ε >2 0 ε >2 0
total 1036 total 693 total 271

2500 ε >2 0 ε >1 0 ε >1 0 97.7
ε >3 0 ε >2 0 ε >2 0
total 1036 total 694 total 271

3000 ε >2 0 ε >1 1 ε >1 0 97.7
ε >3 0 ε >2 1 ε >2 0

Table 1.  frame-synchronization-pattern detection of the later 2048 frames
( µ = 0 2. , ν = 1 , VA = 05. , VB = 2 )

To test the performance of neural network correlator, the training results obtained from
former step are used in frame-synchronization-pattern detection of simulating telemetry
data with different SNR, and corresponding results are displayed in table 2.

SNR (dB) 20.5 18.8 17.4 16.2 15.1 14.1 13.2 12.4 11.6 10.9 9.7

dectection
reiterating
2000 times

98.5 97.2 95.8 94.2 91.5 88.0 85.9 80.6 75.8 70.4 60.6

rate (%) reiterating
1500 times

95.6 93.2 90.5 87.8 84.0 79.7 75.8 70.4 64.4 58.7 49.1

Table 2. frame-synchronization-pattern detection result of simulating telemetry data with
different SNR



Those tables demonstrate that the classification results are not always better with the error
smaller. Instead, neural network detector performs the best detection when reiterating to a
certain degree. When reiteration number is among 2000 and 2500, correct detection rate is
high and false detection rate is low.

3. Conclusion
The digital correlator implemented in this paper has simulated the case of 16 bits frame-
synchronization-pattern length and [-1, 1] detection window, we can conclude that a
typical, big enough training sample set is very important to frame-synchronization-pattern
correlation detection. Besides, during jammed data detection, as SNR decreasing,
detection result will be impaired. But even if SNR decreases to 11.6dB, the correct
detection rate can still reach 75% and higher after 2000 times of reiteration, which
undoubtedly shows the advantage of neural network digital correlator.
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